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Intersections: Physics



Few-body side: 
The Efimov effect

Main intersections: ultracold atomic gases

Figures: Ferlaino and Grimm. Physics 3, 9 (2010)



Astonishing degree of control:
- Temperature (Superfluid transitions) 
- Polarization (LOFF-type phases, polarons) 
- Coupling (BEC-BCS crossover) 
- Shape of external trapping potential 

- Mass imbalance (different isotopes) 
- Dimension (highly anisotropic traps & lattices) 

- Bosons, fermions, mixtures: Li, K, Sr, Yb, Dy, Er,… 

Because of this diversity and high degree of control, 
generalizations of past intersections can be expected to 
remain current.

Examples: 2D BEC-BCS crossover, asymmetric Fermi gases, 
etc.



Today: From Magnetic to Orbital Resonances
Controlling flavor number: SU(N)-symmetric systems 

Magnetic resonances:  
S effect (coupled to nuclear spin) 
(alkali gases) 

Orbital resonances:  
L effect (S = 0) 
(alkaline-earth gases)

Figure: S. Cornish. Physics 8, 125 (2015)



Today: From Magnetic to Orbital Resonances
Controlling flavor number: SU(N)-symmetric systems 

N = 2F + 1, 
F: nuclear spin 

F = 5/2 (Yb),  
9/2 (Sr), … 

Figure: Pagano et al. PRL 115, 265301 (2015) 



Today: No charge? No problem!
Artificial gauge fields: topological effects 

Figure: Mancini et al. Science 349, 1510 (2015) 



Today: Dynamics, non-equilibrium transitions, and 
quantum information.
Measuring entanglement and dynamics 

Intersections with reactions? 

See Kaufmann et al. arXiv:1603.04409 



A useful way to quantify entanglement is through the entanglement entropy.
Consider a quantum system in a particular state…
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Why these entropies? The entropy of whole system vanishes; the entropy of the 
subsystem does not… unless the state factorizes!
                                                     The resulting entropy is purely quantum mechanical!



Today: Dynamics, non-equilibrium transitions, and 
quantum information.
Measuring entanglement and dynamics 

Intersections with reactions? 
See Kaufmann et al. arXiv:1603.04409 



Today: New fermions
Beyond Majorana, Weyl, and Dirac… 

230 3d-lattice space groups examined =  
A wealth of opportunities to provide  
qualitative insights as well as quantitative  
predictions.

See Bradlyn et al. arXiv:1603.03093 



Intersections: Methods



Methods
Hybrid Monte Carlo: global auxiliary field updates 
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Main benefit: Great scaling of computational cost with system size! 
Main drawback: Requires probabilities that are generally not available



Methods
Hybrid Monte Carlo for the entanglement entropy 

Measure Normalization Probability

Observable?





Methods
Avoiding the sign problem: Complex Langevin methods 
An old idea gets a fresh look (?) 

Ameliorating the sign problem: Dual variables 

Facing the sign problem:  
Density-of-states methods 

Rewrite the partition function in terms of new variables.  
Seems to help! But often direction is unclear. 

All these come from Nuclear/QCD
area and could (and should!) be
applied to problems in cold atoms
and condensed matter physics!

See Gattringer & Langfeld - arXiv:1603.09517 

See Gattringer & Langfeld - arXiv:1603.09517 

See Bongiovanni - arXiv:1603.06458 



Conclusion
The intersections of nuclear physics with ultracold atomic few- and  
many-body physics, and condensed matter physics, will continue  
to be active and exciting areas of research. 

The ability to manipulate and measure the properties of atomic 
clouds continues to grow, opening new possibilities and expanding 
old ones. 

Current keywords include: dynamics (non-eq. transitions, approach  
to eq.), entanglement, quantum information, synthetic gauge fields,  
topological phases, orbital resonances, high-spin systems. 

New few- and many-body methods used in nuclear physics 
can be applied to current problems in atomic and condensed  
matter physics, and vice versa.



Left out
Solid-state physics: topological insulators, superconductors,  
and quantum computing, disordered systems & localization  
transitions,… 

More ultracold atoms: dipolar gases, spin-orbit coupling,  
solitons & hydrodynamics, realization of non-abelian fields… 

More methods: Matrix-product / tensor-network states,… 

…and probably lots more!


